FINITE ELEMENT MODELLING OF THE RESIDUAL STRESSES INDUCED IN THERMALLY DEPOSITED COATINGS

A numerical model based on the finite element method has been constructed with the aim to examine the residual stress state induced during thermal deposition of coatings on various substrates. The first stage of the modelling was designed to solve the problem of the high-velocity impact of a single spherical particle on a substrate using the “dynamics-explicit” module of the FEM ADINA software. In the second stage, the deposition process was simulated as a progressive growth of the coating until it achieved the desired thickness, and then the entire system was cooled to the ambient temperature. This problem was assumed to be thermo-mechanical and was also solved with the use of the FEM ADINA software. The samples assumed in the computations were cylindrical in shape and were built of a titanium coating, with three different thicknesses, deposited on an Al$_2$O$_3$ ceramic substrate by the detonation method. The numerical model was verified experimentally by measuring the deflection of the samples after their cooling. The computed values appeared to be in good agreement with those obtained experimentally.
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1. Introduction

Methods of thermal deposition of coating materials on the surfaces of various products permit depositing metallic, ceramic, and composite layers as well as functionally graded coatings on metallic and ceramic substrates. Such a great variety of materials suitable for treating by these methods permits producing the coating/substrate systems with the desired performance properties such as good resistance to frictional wear, corrosion, erosion, and provides possible solution to counter the problem of hot corrosion in high temperature environment [1].

The idea underlying the thermal deposition methods consists in the ejection of the coating material powder with high velocity towards the substrate. The spherical particles impinging upon the substrate surface undergo considerable deformation (are flattened), are clamped within the surface inequalities and adjust their shapes to them, and finally join with the next particles that hit the substrate thereby forming a coating with a desired thickness [2 - 4]. Then the entire system is cooled to room temperature. The high kinetic and thermal energies involved in the process, the substantial differences in temperature between the substrate and the consecutive layers of the coating, and also the considerable mismatch between the properties of the materials being joined result in residual thermal stresses being induced in the coating/substrate system. As demonstrated by investigators [5], the residual stresses can degrade the mechanical strength of the coating, may lead to delamination and thereby shorten the service life of the operating surface of the coating. The estimation of the magnitude of the residual stresses active in the coating/substrate systems is therefore an essential problem to be solved.

Examination of the magnitude of residual stresses induced in thin layers is difficult and expensive. There are several method used for the determination of residual stress profiles generated in coating/substrate systems. The mostly known and...
used are neutron diffraction method [6, 7], X-ray diffraction technique [8, 9], layer removal method [7] or hole-drilling method [3]. Each of them has its own advantages and disadvantages therefore there is no one favored method that can be used for testing all kind of coating materials.

Many investigators examined the residual stresses induced in thermally deposited coatings using analytical methods, but they usually focused on uncomplicated systems and did not take into account the plastic behavior of the metallic materials [3, 10].

There are numerous literature reports devoted to the numerical modeling of the residual stress state induced in coating/substrate systems, often utilizing the finite element method. Certain investigators examined axisymmetric models, coatings formed as a single layer with the load imposed on the mechanical model being the time-varying temperature field [11-15]. Other numerical models were based on the assumption that the coating grows through the successive activation of the consecutive layers of the material being deposited [2, 16-19].

Many investigators attempted at modelling the residual stresses induced during thermal deposition of coatings on various substrates but they did not take into account the effect of the mechanical stresses induced when a particle of the coating material impinges onto the substrate. The present study considers this problem. The residual stress distributions were determined using the example of a titanium coating, with three different thicknesses, deposited on an Al2O3 ceramic substrate by the detonation method. This coating may be used for metallization of ceramics or as an intermediary layer which enables ceramics to be joined with various metals [20, 21]. The calculated values of the deflections of the coating/substrate system were compared with values obtained experimentally.

### 2. Process description

In thermal spraying of metals on ceramic substrates, very good results are obtained when spraying is realized by the detonation method. That was verified by the research [15, 21] in which pure titanium was thermally sprayed by the detonation gun technique onto the Al2O3 and AlN ceramic substrates.

The titanium coatings, 0.1 mm, 0.145 mm, and 0.22 mm thick, were deposited on an Al2O3 substrate shaped as a disk 27 mm in diameter and 0.65 mm thick. The coating material was pure titanium (99.7%) in the form of a powder with a particle diameter of 40-50μm. The detonation gun employed was 1000 mm long, 25 mm in diameter, and was operated in valveless mode. The parameters of the detonation spraying process are given in Table 1.

During each ‘shot’ the coating material particles hit the substrate (at a velocity about 800 m/s) and were ‘anchored’ on its surface covering an area with a diameter of 30-35 mm. The thickness of the coating obtained after one shot was about 0.05 mm. Thanks to the high kinetic energy of the particles shot towards the substrate, the coating obtained has a homogeneous, densely packed, multi-layer structure. Fig.1 shows the microstructure of a Ti coating, about 0.145 mm thick, deposited on an Al2O3 substrate. The coating adhered well to the substrate and was little porous.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Detonation mixture pressure (MPa)</th>
<th>Purge gas pressure (MPa)</th>
<th>Detonation frequency (Hz)</th>
<th>Nozzle distance from the substrate (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>propane 0.08</td>
<td>oxygen 0.12</td>
<td>nitrogen 0.08</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. Microstructure of a Ti coating deposited on an Al2O3 substrate by the detonation method [21]

### 3. Methodology adopted in the modeling of residual stresses induced in thermally deposited coatings

The thermal deposition process has the two principal stages. The first stage includes high-velocity dynamic impacts of the coating material particles on the substrate and on the previously deposited sub-layer, and the next stage is the deposition process of the coating material on the substrate. The processes of the thermal-deposition of coatings are complex and their course depends on many factors such as the size, temperature and shape of the coating particles, their impact velocity, the required final thickness of the coating, the kind of the bonded materials, the condition of the substrate surface, and the technique of cooling. In view of this complexity, certain simplifying assumptions were introduced in its physical course, which permitted constructing a numerical model which computed the residual stresses using the finite element method. The adopted assumptions include:

- The impact of the high-velocity particles onto the substrate results in their substantial deformation, with 80% of the kinetic energy being transformed into deformation energy and heat energy. The particles are flattened and thin sub-layers are formed. The subsequent sub-layers are deposited after each detonation cycle.
- The time interval during which the particles are in the impact zone and are heated and cooled down is shorter than the time interval between the consecutive detonation impacts. The next impinging particles are deposited on the previously formed sub-layer which is already solidified. This assumption [22] de-couples the problem of fluid dynamics and permits reducing the problem to...
The substrate and the sub-layers are modeled in the solid state with a specified temperature field, and the mechanical and physical properties of the materials depend on the temperature.

- The sub-layers formed during one cycle are arranged in parallel to one another.
- The substrate and the subsequent sub-layers are assumed to be in ideal contact which means that they fully adhere to each other and there is no heat barrier between them.

The thermal deposition process was modeled in two phases. The first phase included the solution of the problem of the impact of spherical Ti powder particles on the ceramic substrate and on the previously deposited sub-layer. Some values obtained in this modelling phase were introduced as the boundary conditions into the next modelling phase. This phase was to solve the static problem of building the coating in the form of progressively growing platelets until it acquires the desired thickness, and then cooling the entire system obtained to room temperature. Fig. 2 shows schematically the method used for determining the final distribution of residual stresses in the coating/substrate system.

![Flow chart of the method used for determining the residual stress distribution in thermally sprayed coatings](image)

**3.1. Modeling the particles impact**

Literature review [4] shows that, during the flight, the powder particles do not coagulate so that each particle can be considered individually and separately from the other particles. Therefore, it is the impact of the individual coating particles on the substrate which is modelled. The modelling of the particles movement dynamics was based on the simplifying assumption that the spherical particles 0.05 mm in diameter have the same velocities, perpendicular to the substrate, and that they hit the substrate at the same time at a velocity of 800 m/s forming a hexagonal configuration, which ensures the maximum packing. The solution utilized the symmetry planes which permitted reducing the size of the problem. The contact planes, appropriately situated in the model, block the subsequent particle rows. Fig. 3 shows the adopted geometry of the segment together with the displacement-blocking plates and the FEM mesh. The bold lines indicate the contact surfaces (10 pairs in total). The numerical calculations were performed using the FEM-ADINA Dynamics Explicit software. The titanium properties adopted in the calculations were: density= 4540 kg m⁻³, elastic-plastic model with the Young modulus=129.04GPa, Yield stress=500MPa, tangent modulus=500MPa. The Al₂O₃ substrate was modeled as an elastic material with density=3900 kg m⁻³, and the Young modulus=318.2GPa.

![FEM mesh used in the model representing the impact of spherical Ti particles on an Al₂O₃ substrate](image)

**3.2. Thermo-mechanical model**

In modelling the process of thermal deposition of the coating material on the substrate it was assumed that both elements were cylindrical in shape. The modelling of the temperature field was divided into several stages in which the computations were based on the transient heat transfer equations. It was assumed that after each particle impact, a new sublayer appeared, with the thickness ‘gc₁’, and this was repeated at the time intervals ‘t₁’ dependent on the spraying frequency. The first sublayer of the coating material with the temperature ‘Tc₁’ appears after the prescribed short time interval ‘t₀’. The interface between this sublayer and the substrate is loaded with the heat flux ‘q’ active during the time ‘tₕ’. The flux ‘q’ was chosen so as to ensure the temperature increase by 430°C that results from the transformation of the kinetic energy into heat energy at the assumed spraying rate of 800 m/s. The upper surface of sublayer is heated by the heat source which involves the ambient with the temperature ‘Tb’ and heat exchange through the convection ‘hₕ’ resulted by the draught from the moving particles.

The first stage is completed after the time ‘t₁’ when the next sublayer with the temperature ‘Tc₂’ appears. The interface between these two sublayers is loaded with the heat flux ‘q’ for the time ‘tₕ’ just as was the case in the previous cycle. The process is repeated until the coating acquires the specified thickness. In the final stage the entire system is cooled to the ambient temperature.
The behavior of the ceramic substrate material was described by an elastic model, and the coating material - by an elastic-plastic model. Tables 2 and 3 give the thermomechanical properties of the materials of the Ti coating and Al2O3 substrate (in dependence on the temperature).

4. Computation results

4.1. Particle impact on the substrate and the previously-deposited sublayer

Figure 5 illustrates the deformation of the spherical Ti particle geometry after its impingement on the Al2O3 ceramic substrate superposed on the deformed FEM mesh, and the equivalent plastic strain of the Ti particles. We can see that the particles are flattened, their neighboring surfaces are in contact, and the space between the individual particles is filled, which indicates that the coating sublayer obtained as a shape of splat. The magnitude the titanium particles are flattened on the surface reaches 50% of their initial size (from 0.05 mm diameter to 0.025 mm height).

![Figure 5](image-url)

**Fig. 5.** Deformation of the spherical Ti particles after their impact on an Al2O3 ceramic coating (a), equivalent plastic strain of the Ti particles (b)
Fig. 6. FEM-calculated vertical displacement and acceleration of the mass center of the centrally-positioned Ti particle after its impact onto the Al₂O₃ substrate

Fig.6 shows the computed variations of the displacement and acceleration of the mass center of the centrally-situated spherical Ti particle. The visible oscillations of acceleration result from numerical differentiation procedures. Also, the detailed observation of the displacement curve allows finding inflection points. This is probably the effect of dynamic response of titanium particle impacting onto ceramic/titanium substrate. It is observed in a very short time in the first 0.05 µs from the impact.

The deformed geometry of the model after Ti particles impinges on the previously deposited uniform Ti sublayer, and the equivalent plastic strain of the two elements can be seen in Fig. 7. In this case the impinging particles go dip into the preceding Ti sublayers. The spherical particles are also flattened (by 40%) and anchored in the deformed Ti sublayer.

Fig. 7. Deformation (a) and equivalent plastic strain distribution of spherical Ti particles (b) after their impact into the previously deposited Ti sublayers (c)

The variation of the vertical displacement and acceleration of the mass center of the centrally-situated spherical particle as a function of time after its impact onto a Ti sublayer is shown in Fig.8. Upon the impact of the particle on the Al₂O₃ ceramic substrate, the acceleration due to particle deformation in time reaches a value of -35200 µμm/µs². When the particle impinges on the elastic-plastic Ti sublayer the acceleration is lower and amounts to -22500 µμm/µs².

4.2. Temperature distribution

Figure 9 shows the calculated temperature distribution determined in the Ti coating-Al₂O₃ substrate system during the spraying process. The temperature profiles were drawn at the characteristic points positioned along the sample axis. The coating was built of five sublayers and its total thickness was 0.22 mm. As a result of the impact of the Ti particles, the temperature in the regions near the coating/substrate and sublayer/sublayer interfaces violently increases in a very short time. After the impact, the temperature of the entire system is quickly equalized until the next sublayer is formed. The rapid temperature rises and falls are characteristic of the thermal deposition processes since the coating is here deposited in a discrete way. During the entire cycle, the ceramic substrate is only slightly heated and, after the cycle is completed, it reaches a temperature of about 80°C.

Fig. 9. FEM-calculated temperature distribution versus time at the characteristic points along the axis of the coating/substrate system

4.3. Distribution of the residual stresses generated in the coating/substrate system

The computed distributions of the residual stresses generated during the detonation spraying of a Ti coating on an Al₂O₃ substrate, in the state after the system has been cooled down, are shown in the figures below. Figure 10 shows the bands of the radial residual stresses active in a fragment of the sample (coating thicknesses 0.145 mm). The stress distributions are uniform along the radius, except the interface near the outer cylindrical surface of the sample where their concentration is increased due to the singularity of the stress field at the edge of the system which is a typical behavior found in the FEM analysis of ceramic-metal joints [26,27]. The concentration of the radial stresses at the edge of titanium/Al₂O₃ joint is probably the result of stress singularity effect that is found in FEM modeling of thermal stresses in bonded materials having different thermal and physical properties. The magnitude of the stresses in this area should not be treated quantitatively. The stress concentration suggests that the boundary of ceramic-metal interface is very important region where the coating may start to delaminate from the substrate.
Fig. 10. Radial residual stress bands determined in a fragment of the coating/substrate system (Ti coating thickness 0.145 mm)

Fig. 11 shows the profiles of the radial stress active along the sample axis as a function of the distance from the coating/substrate interface, obtained for 3 samples differing in the coating thickness. In the vicinity of point A (Fig. 9) the radial stresses are tensile (they amount to 15 MPa in the 0.1 mm coating and 40 MPa in the 0.22 mm coating) and change the sign into negative at a distance of about 0.38 mm from the interface. Near the very narrow interface (about 8 µm wide) in the region situated on the side of the ceramic substrate, the radial stresses rapidly change their sign into positive reaching a maximum of 90 MPa in the 0.1 mm-thick coating and 65 MPa in the 0.22 mm coating. On the Ti coating side, the radial stresses are negative. The stress concentration is observed at the interface. Here, the stress amplitude is approximately 150 MPa and it does not depend on the coating thickness.

In the Ti coating, the sign of the residual stresses changes with increasing distance from the interface. The maximum magnitude of the tensile stress increases with increasing coating thickness to reach about 200 MPa in the sample with the 0.22 mm-thick coating.

The correctness of the numerical model was verified by measuring deflections [25] of the Ti/Al₂O₃ system produced by the detonation method. The deflection was measured at the center of the sample after each coating deposition using digital dial gauge fixed in a special stand. The indication of the dial gauge was calibrated to zero for each ceramic substrate before the coating deposition. Fig. 12 shows the deflection lines computed by the finite element method in 3 samples with differing coating thicknesses (0.1 mm, 0.145 mm, 0.22 mm) and experimental values coincide within the measurement error. The agreement is better in the samples with thinner coatings.

Another analysis included examining the effect of preheating the substrate on the magnitude and distribution of the residual stresses. Fig. 13 compares the radial residual stress profiles obtained in the samples with preheated and non-heated substrates. With the substrate heated to a temperature of 80°C the residual stress level, measured after the system was cooled, appeared to be lower. Moreover, the radial stress distribution in the near-interface region was more advantageous in that the stresses were negative on both the Al₂O₃ and Ti sides. These results should be also verified by experimental methods.

5. Conclusions

A new computational model based on the finite element method was constructed with the aim to anticipate the residual stress state induced during the thermal spraying of coatings on a substrate and active in the coating/substrate system after it is cooled to the ambient temperature. The modeling was performed in two stages. The first, dynamic stage was designed to solve the problem of the impact of coating material particles on the substrate and on the previously deposited sublayer using the ADINA “Dynamics-Explicit” software. In the next static stage, the coating geometry was built progressively, layer-by-layer, at the time intervals dependent on
the spraying frequency. The temperature distributions computed for the preceding sublayer were assumed to be the load imposed on the geometry of the mechanical model together with the newly-deposited sublayer. The mechanical model takes also into account the effect of a high-velocity impact of the spherical powder particles on the stress state induced in the entire system. This was realized by assuming that the load is proportional to the mass and acceleration of the newly formed sublayer particles. The acceleration was estimated based on the deformation-time variation of the mass center of the centrally-positioned spherical coating particle, which was obtained in the solution of the dynamic problem of the particle impact.

The proposed model was used for analyzing residual stresses induced in the Ti coatings, with three differing thicknesses, deposited on an Al₂O₃ ceramic substrate by the detonation method.

The performed research allowed the formation of the following conclusions:

- after the Ti particles impact onto the Al₂O₃ substrate, they were flattened by 50%, whereas the particles impinged on a Ti sublayer were flattened by 40%,
- upon the impact of Ti particles onto the Al₂O₃ substrate with a velocity of 800 m/s, the acceleration of the Ti particles due to their deformation in time is of the order of $-38000 \mu m/\mu s^2$, whereas for the particles impinging on a Ti sublayer the acceleration reaches a value of $-23000 \mu m/\mu s^2$,
- the results obtained with the proposed model indicate that the radial residual stresses are concentrated at the coating/substrate interface, where the stress amplitude is approximately 150 MPa and it does not depend on the coating thickness,
- an increase of the coating thickness results in an increase of the radial residual stress level in the coating (reaching a maximum of 200 MPa) and slightly stress increase in the substrate,
- the computed values of the maximum deflections of the Ti/Al₂O₃ model are in agreement with the results obtained experimentally within the admissible tolerances.

The results of FEM residual stress modelling have experimentally within the admissible tolerances. Other residual stress measurements are planned to verify the stress magnitude in a direct way. Further investigations should be also devoted to the analysis of the residual stresses in other coating/substrate systems or systems with coatings deposited by other spraying techniques.
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